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it lay a foundation. You have to get certain impoiant principles. You have

to get those principles in line. When I first took Hebrew in Seminary. People

said to me that Hebrew is like going into a dark house. For six weeks you don't

ha 1e any idea of what anybody is talking about. You simply memorize rule and

at the end of six weeks you come out on the other side, andyou begin to under

stand what it is all aIi ut. In all the textbooks that I know cf , up to 30 years ago

they tried to give you too much at once , and you couldn't see the inter-rea4-rela ion,

and you add too much together at once, and you couldn't understand it and therefore

it was a complete mystery, but I staathought that was a completely wrong way

to x teach Hebrew so I worked out a system of progresskn, advance in which

you learn things one by one. k± You didn't fully understand the thing that w you

were given but you understood enoi.g ht thac about it that you were not in the darz.

And myc studercdt s were learning enough in one year than ix any other school that

I ever heard of was learning in two -yes- years ..........

#t-t-yeu-weFet-in-te-da-rk7- and with no more effort than was necessary to

learn in two years, because they had a logical apprach.

No. 2

They tried to give you too much at once. And the result was that you had too

moh-tegethr- get at once , and you couldn't understand it in relation. Therefore

it was a complete mystery, but I decided that was a completely wrong way. So I

w orked out a system , advance in which you learn to think one by one. You didn't

hilly understand what you were given, but you understood enoughbc about it that

you weren't in the dark IXDC anymore .. Well, I never wrote a text-book on it,

bec ause I was constantly improving it, and as you improve it in one regard

there are *-eeme-w&ye-tM-t- other ways that you can't make it quite as good,but
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